
Mimo Monitors is a trusted, GPC-friendly supplier for government agencies. We strive to provide a 
wide range of solutions that meet various display needs and touchscreen applications. Each of our 
products is carefully engineered for maximum performance, user-friendliness, and sheer simplicity.

Empowering Federal Operations: 
Unleashing the Versatility of Mimo Monitors
for Enhanced Organization Performance

Partner with a GSA Contractor O�ering TAA-Compliant Technology

Key Benefits

Streamline your purchasing process by partnering with 
a reliable GSA contractor who prioritize the needs of 
government customers who rely on their GPCs for 
e�cient procurement of TAA-compliant items.

Simplified procurement process

Utilizing our network of reputable distribution partners reduces 
the legwork involved in finding and acquiring compliant 
products, making it convenient for those with a GPC.

Trusted GPC-friendly supplier

Access a comprehensive catalog of cutting-edge solutions tailored 
to address the unique demands of the government sector.

Extensive range of TAA compliant products

Ensure a smooth transition and optimal performance with 
solutions that are compatible with a range of software 
platforms and can easily integrate with government 
agencies' existing infrastructure.

Seamless integration with existing systems

INTUITIVE INTERACTIONS SUPERIOR DISPLAYS COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS STREAMLINED PROCESSES
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Improve navigation e�ciency with our line of 
Mimo Adapt-IQV digital signage tablets. Empower 
personnel to reach their destinations swiftly and 
seamlessly with a range of 7 to 21.5-inch 
commercial Android tablets to suit your needs.

Revolutionized Way-finding

Address the challenge of notoriously unmarked and 
overcomplicated installations with the 23.1" Stretch 
Tablet and Mimo Adapt-IQV digital signage tablets. 
Easily adapt to location changes by deploying instant 
messages directing individuals to the new destination.

Simplified Room Identification
Empower all areas with scheduling and control 
capabilities. Unlock the potential of our Myst 
family and Mimo Adapt-IQV tablets for e�ortless 
conference room management.

Streamlined Conference Rooms

Inform and engage tertiary/support buildings with 
our larger 23.8”–32" M-Series displays or 32" Mimo 
Adapt-IQV tablet. Keep signage secure with our 
pre-installed MLock Software, which instantly 
disables the touchscreen and physical buttons.

Illuminated Digital Signage

Leverage Digital Solutions for Optimal Performance

Traditional Applications
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Attract top talent with eye-catching digital ad boards 
in recruiting facilities and throughout the community.

Captivating Recruitment Ads

Create immersive and engaging visitor experiences 
that showcase unit history and other relevant 
displays at military museums, larger HQ buildings, 
and outlying support organizations.

Experiential History

Foster productive after-action reviews in 
non-secure environments with purpose-built 
AAR briefing rooms.

Collaborative AAR Briefing Rooms

Elevate dining facilities with state-of-the-art menu 
boards to provide engaging and informative food 
choices, promote healthier options, and display 
dietary restrictions. 

Modernized Dining Experience

Optimize waiting areas with process-flow monitors, 
keeping visitors informed and engaged.

E�ortless Process-Flow Monitors

Simplify patient check-ins and command-unit 
operations with user-friendly check-in monitors.

Streamlined Check-In Monitors

Share daily insights in common areas, CQ stations, 
and sta�-duty areas with Commander 
thoughts-of-the-day boards.

Inspiring Commander Thoughts

Reinforce security measures with digital warning 
signs for exterior or SCIF environments.

Digital Warning Signs

Enhance Operations with Versatile Digital Displays
Non-Traditional Uses


